
THE UGLY IO
BRUTAL DECA IRON 

DISTANCE CHALLENGE 

Race Report
What follows is my account of the Ugly 10 Challenge that ran from the 1st – 10th 
September 2016 in Llanberis, North Wales.  It was a self planned and delivered 

challenge that linked in with the “Brutal”; a full distance triathlon voted the toughest in 
the world by 220 Magazine.  It describes how the challenge came about, 

how I prepared for it and what happened during and after the Ugly 10.  

I am not an elite athlete and not particularly scientific in my approach.  I do this because 
I want to learn about who I am and what I can do, I enjoy it and if I can make a few 

friends and raise some money through the process then that is even better.   

Mark Yates  
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“And what next?  I haven’t trained properly since the event and intend to have another week 

off before I get back into it.  I think I will have to get back to you on the next challenge...

Mark Yates - October 2015”

That is how I finished off a few weeks after successfully completing the Brutal Triple in 2015.  I was exhausted, 
tired and sore and although I did not know what I was going to do next I knew I wanted to do something and 
while tough, the Triple had not broken me.  There had been something very special about the Brutal; as the 
night came in and the numbers thinned it became an intensely personal experience where you cycled and 
ran into the night, fighting the sleep monkeys that would come and try and bang your eyelids shut and tell you 
to rest, take a break and that it was ok to quit.  Riding into the next day with only a handful of supporters and 
fellow athletes on the circuit meant something special, and when it was all over you had achieved what only a 
small number could.  All this facilitated by “Brutal” Claire, the Event Director, who allows endurance athletes an 
opportunity to embrace the event like no other I have been to.  Friends are made, supporting crews merge and 
help everybody and tribal allegiances are forgotten as the true hardship and pain of the competitors becomes 

evident the longer the course goes on.  It hurt, I was incredibly 
tired and I had to dig deep to finish, and now that it was over I 
wanted to do something bigger.

I drifted for a few weeks, letting my body heal itself.  As the blisters 
disappeared and the stiffness in my muscles abated attention 
diverted to looking for another event.  The Brutal had been great, 

not just for the race but bringing people together and I wanted something similar.  I looked at a few multi-day 
events but for whatever reason they just did not excite me.  I stumbled into the idea of the Deca, and while I 
don’t remember having a “light bulb” moment as such, it was just one of those things I had picked up googling 
endurance events and it was already in my sub-conscious.  There were none running in the UK that I could 
find in 2016 and the one in Mexico would have been prohibitively expensive.  I applied for one in Germany 
but never heard anything back and the more I looked at races the more the Deca seem to be a natural 
progression.  I dimly recall from the comfort of a chair in my living room announcing one night that I was going 
to run a Deca; the subsequent enthusiasm from my family with comments such as “that will be nice” were only 
matched by my ignorance of how hard this challenge was going be, especially as it was evident if I did go for 
a Deca I would also have to plan it and sort out the logistics myself.

I had developed such an affinity with the Brutal and Llanberis that an idea started to take hold; could the events 
be merged?  Do 9 days on my course and then link in with the Brutal Triathlon for the last day. I dropped Claire 
an email and as ever she was incredibly helpful, passing on numbers and contacts for me to develop my ideas 
with.  Now here is a lesson/ warning to you all.  Claire has no “that is a silly idea” filter so if you “suggest” 
something the immediate reaction will almost certainly be “ yes, brilliant, great idea”; you are unlikely to be told 
your idea is foolhardy, silly or even downright dangerous.  Claire said it would be okay to link in with the Brutal 
for the last day and over the next 12 months would offer me a lot of encouragement and support for which I 
remain incredibly grateful.                

The best bit of advice Claire gave me early on was that if I was serious about this I should tell people and  
that would ensure I would at least start the challenge, as it would galvanise support and momentum.  I gave 
my friend Jim Page (A Brutal Double and Triple finisher, coming 2nd on the Triple in 2015 where I first met 
him) a ring and discussed the idea with him.  It was evident he too possessed no filter and little ability to urge 
caution and while he couldn’t commit to partnering me on it he fully expected to get down for a few days if the 
challenge came off.  I had socialised myself to my own idea and settled on my next challenge, a DIY Deca; 
now what to call it?

The name came from a term used on a turbo training film I used and referred to “Ugly 15s”, whereby you would 
sprint for 15s and I guess as a result things got ugly.  After 10 Iron Distance Triathlons I assumed there would 
be similarities so I had a challenge and now a name; the Ugly 10 Deca Iron Distance Challenge.

“...it became an intensely personal 

experience where you cycled and 

ran into the night, fighting the 
sleep monkeys...”
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I had not really stopped training from the Triple so I carried on into Base Training for the Deca.  I looked at 
some training plans on the internet an also used “Tick Tock Ten” by Gerry Duffy as a bible for guidance and 
motivation.  I had read Gerry’s book before but through a different prism now I was attempting my own it 
offered an insight in what I had set myself up to complete.  Throughout the next 12 months I would regularly 
go back to the text and sometimes it left me thinking if I really was up to the test and on other days I somehow 
managed to assure myself it was within my mediocre capabilities.  I drew up a training plan that would see me 
train initially 12 hours a week and build up to 25 hours during peak training.  I started keeping a log and as ever 
with these things at the very beginning threw myself into the new training regime.

I knew that I would be challenged and wanted to give myself a secret weapon in the motivation department 
for when things got tough.  Raising money for charity had worked for me on the Triple so I applied the same 
logic for the Deca.  Just in case my fear of failure wasn’t enough I would give myself a further reason to finish 
by raising money for charity.  I knew the Regional Director for the Army Benevolent Fund (ABF), Barney 
Barnbrook, and mentioned the idea to him; he was more than happy.  It was as simple as that and I was very 
glad to support this charity – I have seen a lot of the work the ABF do and the lives that have been dramatically 
changed for the better as a result of their intervention.

ABF The Soldiers’ Charity are for soldiers, for life. They provide financial assistance to all soldiers and their 
families when in need. Even when a soldier leaves the Army they are still part of the ABF family and eligible 
for help. The scope of the ABF work is huge. Half of the money is given direct to individuals to help in areas 
such as debt relief, mobility assistance, education bursaries, care home fees and respite breaks. The other 
half is given as grants to other charities.  More information can be found at the following link:  http://www.
soldierscharity.org

I set up a blog on Wordpress and in December 2015 went “live” with my first page and from there it was training, 
training and training.  My main observation from this period is that no plan ever survives contact with real life.  
Throughout this period I had two very busy jobs and on numerous occasions training was compromised; on 
reflection I did not hit the start line prepared enough, but when did that ever stop anyone?  I had planned in 
my calendar a few long bike rides, the Manchester Marathon and the Brutal 5km swim as key achievements 
to tick off as part of the plan.  One of the best things about endurance sports are the people you meet and at 
the Brutal Swim this was no different.  I had spoken to Justin (who had supported Jim Page on his successful 
Double and Triple Brutal races) about the Ugly 10 and he had unbelievably offered to crew for the full 10 days 
and act as safety crew from a kayak on the lake.  We agreed to recce the lake and get two swims in over the 
weekend of the Brutal Swim in August 2015.  As me and Justin checked into our bunkroom in Pete’s Eats we 
met Ella and Koen who were both doing the swim the next day.  Koen was also going to be doing the Brutal 
Double.  I had been reading his blog so it was great to finally meet him.  We shared a few stories, jokes and a 
selfie before going out for a bite to eat and a drink. 
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I had started my training regime with all the good intentions anyone does when embarking on such a challenge.  
For the first 6 months or so I was able to keep to a plan fairly well however in the last 6 months this became 
impossible as both my jobs started picking up in tempo and pace.  I had intended to train in time rather than 
miles and even against a backdrop of 2 jobs I managed to get several 20 hour weeks in and here is an 
example of one of them:

I became increasingly tired trying to fit everything in and started to panic about the training and not getting 
it done.  About 3-4 months out I considered changing the challenge to a Quin as I seriously doubted I had 
conditioned myself enough to do the Deca.  So I stopped and thought about my options.  I was so far down the 
track declaring the Ugly 10 was now the Ugly 5 just looked like I was taking the easy option and that was not 
what this was about; so that wasn’t an option.  In the end I decided to stop trying to log my training plan.  I know 
that this goes against any advice any coach would give you but I felt this was part of my problem.  Slavishly 
filling out my log became a chore and distracted me.  Instead I just noted what I had done in my diary as a 
handwritten note, focusing on recording how long I had trained that week and mentally recorded how hard the 
session was.  I always ensured I tried to get a very long bike or run in on a week.  My swimming was haphazard 
and I felt very under prepared in this discipline.  In the end my training did pick up and I became more relaxed 
once I made a decision on how I was going to go forward.  I think the lesson is you need to do what works for 
you, although the first change I would make if I did this again would be not to have two jobs!
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Mixed in and around the training were a number of recces to the area and my first attempt at establishing 
the routes produced a bike and run route that were far too ambitious and these were eventually changed to 
what became the final routes.  The staff in Surflines (located just by Lake Padarn) were incredibly helpful in 
suggesting a swim route and before I knew it September 2016 was upon me.  At this point I should also say a 
big thank you to my neighbor Gary who loaned me a second bike just in case I had a problem with the Cervelo.  
Once I had got my training back into a place where I enjoyed it again I had some great sessions and by going 
out to places and making an event of a long session it meant that I actually did it.  Getting on the course was 
important and I also treated myself to a few runs up Snowdon.

The logistics and team had been put in place a couple of months 
before and early on the afternoon of the 30th August 2016 Gaz 
Roberts pulled up outside my door and after being greeted by my two 
Labradors and helping me load up my kit and bikes he declared that 
we were ready to get going.  We were on our way.

 We arrived at the Camp in Capel Curig, found our accommodation and took over our rooms.  The rest of the 
crew led by John Wright arrived a few hours later and we had a quick familiarisation session with the kit and 
how we would manage the transitions.  That done I went back into my room and sorted my kit while Gaz got 

the van sorted.  Justin turned up late the next day and completed the team.  It was great to see him and he 
brought with him a gift from Jim Page, a mug that he had made especially for me commemorating the event.  
Jim later said he had wondered if it was better to give me the mug at the end but I am glad he gave it me before 

“...I was about to start the biggest 

endurance challenge of my life 

and with my team all safely in the 

Camp I was confident we were 
going to be successful...”
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I started.  It told me what to do on the side, which was incredibly helpful while being practical at the same time.  
I wondered where it said how bloody painful it was all going to be.

I had one last check of my kit, made a few adjustments (more of that later) before turning in for the night.  We 
were set and ready; I did a stress test on my Garmin and was registering “Low!”  I was about to start the biggest 
endurance challenge of my life and with my team all safely in the Camp I was confident we were going to be 
successful.

Day 1 – Start Time – 0604 / Finish Time 2054 (14hrs 50mins)

I was awake before the alarm like a child waking on Christmas Day.  I could hear Gaz and Justin getting ready 
so I quickly went down to the washroom, used the facilities than pulled my wetsuit on.  A quick check made sure 
I had everything I needed for the first swim and as Gaz drove the minibus around to the accommodation I took 
a breath, focused and said to myself “let’s go.”  I jumped into the cab and started to eat a bowl of porridge and 
drink a flask of coffee that had been prepared for me by Gaz.  
We spoke about the challenge and even about work but my 
mind was elsewhere, wondering about the temperature of the 
lake and if the weather was going to hold or not.  It was dark 
and peaceful when we arrived at the car park and as Justin 
prepared the kayak I wandered down the pier.  The swim 
route took me across the lake 8 times and then a smaller 
lap added on at the end to make up the 2.4 miles and this 
morning it looked beautiful.  I could just make out the small 
clump of trees that would be the turn about point on the far 
bank and the surface was serenely calm and flat.  I set my 
GPS, prepared my goggles and slipped into the lake just after 
6am on the 1st September 2016.  The water was refreshing; 
cold but not biting I put my face under and immediately felt 
energized.  It was dark but strangely comforting and with a 
few kind words from Gaz and encouragement from Justin the Ugly 10 started properly with the first few strokes 
of the first swim.

Just over 90 minutes and the swim was complete I walked out of the water still feeling fresh and ready for the 
bike.  I climbed into the back of the van and started transitioning for the bike and 15 minutes later I was ready.  
Breakfast hadn’t turned up so I took to the bike and started one of the 8+ laps I would have to complete as part 
of the 112 miles.  The route took me into Llanberis and then back out about 7 miles before looping back to the 
start point.  One evil little hill out of Llanberis and some smaller undulations made for a fast out route with a 
significant hill on the way back making it a little slower on the return.  While I had tried to get as flat a route as 
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possible hills were unavoidable and over the course of 10 days I knew we would come to hate the hills we had 
to climb, even though they were not big.  To complete the full distance I would have to add a smaller loop of 6 
miles on at the end.  Feeling fresh but conscious I had 10 days to go, I held back but still regularly hit 20mph+ 

on the flats.  It felt good to be on the 
bike as this was where my biggest 
concern was and everything seemed 
comfortable, at least for the moment.  

Breakfast arrived at the end of lap 
1 which consisted of a bap with two 
sausages, two rashers of bacon and 
an egg. All I could manage was a 
couple of sausages as I didn’t really 
feel hungry.  These early stages gave 
me a chance to start working with the 
admin team and let them get to know 
what I wanted and when so the food 

bag was restocked and the water bottle replenished.  I try to avoid too many isotonic drinks and gels after my 
experience on the Triple so the more “real” food the better.  My diet over the next 10 days was to consist of 
breakfast baps, sandwiches, fruit, sweets and a number of pre-prepared cooked meals.  For now my body 
wasn’t craving calories so I could not take that much on and opted for a little and often.

The bike route continued and I was making good time.  I wouldn’t normally get any aches and pains on 112 
miles however around 80 miles my knees started developing a growing pains like ache and my Achilles had 
also started to feel awkward.  As I pulled over at the end of one of the laps I let Justin know that something 
didn’t feel right and as I stopped I couldn’t get my feet out of the clips without really wrenching my left foot 
sideways.  They seemed to be no give in the cleat and it felt like I had to bend my whole ankle to get out and 
put my foot down.  It hurt immediately and I knew I had done something to it.  I couldn’t work out why it was 
becoming so difficult to move my feet and where the cause of these pains.  We had a quick discussion and 
then I cracked on but by the time I came to do my audio blog I had realised what I had done.

“….the small things – I have to learn, new cleats fitted to my shoes……are too tight and my shoes 
haven’t shifted in the pedals and my knees are killing me”

Small things going wrong can lead to big consequences and I had just caused myself a problem that was 
completely self-generated and I was very annoyed with myself.  The night before I had started I noticed the 
cleats on my shoes were badly worn and I had meant to change them before doing a practice ride.  I hadn’t 
wanted anything to fail so I changed them; what I didn’t do was take account of the new cleats being a bit 
thicker and make sure that they could float in the pedal.  

I got off the bike to start the run and I knew I had given myself 
a problem; I was aching more than I expected to at this stage.  
The run route changed slightly over the course of the Deca, 
however the main part remained the same.  Into Llanberis 
and then back past Surflines, along the lake and then out to 
a little village called Brynrefail and just beyond, returning to 
Surflines to complete a loop, and then repeat.  It was relatively 
flat course apart from a hill at the end of the loop that I took out 
towards the end in favour of doing 4+ laps on the flatter part 
of the course.  I ran into the night and although my legs had 
started to ache I ran in the day just under 15 hours.  I felt good 
although I knew it would be a more uncomfortable next day 
than I had planned for, and it turned out that I was right.
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Day 2 – Start Time 0608/ Finish Time 2219 (16hrs 11mins)

I beat my alarm again and rose before it started beeping, which I think psychologically was good for me and 
I assessed that this meant I was still enthusiastic!  My knees were sore as were my tendons however I was 
able to move about without too much discomfort and walked down to the washroom and started my morning 
routine.  The crew had managed to dry my wetsuit and it went on easily as I climbed in to van and started my 
new morning routine.  The calm surface of the lake had been replaced with a bit of chop that added an extra 
10 minutes onto the swim and I climbed out just as breakfast arrived.  This was a great morale boost and I got 
changed in the back of the van where I could sit down, take 5 minutes and relax as I ate the breakfast bap and 
had a sweet coffee made by Gaz.

Justin had loosened the clips on the pedals and immediately it felt different on the bike as I headed off.  Within 
a few miles the pain I had experienced in my knees was not as intense.  My left Achilles however was not as 
compliant and with every pedal stroke made sure I knew it was unhappy.  Every stop while I ate some food I 
also applied some anti-inflammatory gel although it appeared to have little effect.  I dropped my speed on the 
bike and this seemed to help and as I transitioned into the run I was still able to jog a significant amount of the 
marathon with only minor discomfort.

After a day that lasted just over 16 hours I got back to my room and into routine.  That entailed stripping off and 
dumping my dirty gear in a bag for washing as I was passed a bowl of hot soup.  I ate/ drank this as I shuffled 
down the corridor to the shower to get a wash and get rid of the grime, sweat and salt from the day.  Back in 
my room I covered myself in magnesium oil before pulling on compression calf and quad guards/ socks.  For 
the first few days I wore shorts however later on I ended up wearing just the compression guards as my saddle 
sores were too painful to cover.  Fortunately at no point did anybody walk in on this horrific picture and my 
dignity remained intact (until I shared this with you!).  By now my left Achilles was swelling up and I was getting 
concerned as my audio blog captured:

“I didn’t get any injuries on the Triple at all”

Audio blog done for the day I crossed out another day on my very technical chuff chart, switched the light off 
and I fell quickly into a restless sleep.
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Day 3 – Start Time 0610/ Finish Time 2359 (17hrs 49mins)

We had been spoilt on the first day and the weather definitely took a turn for the worse on Day 3.  It wasn’t 
too bad for me in the lake although there was a bit of a chop that made the going a bit tougher.  Mark “Doddy” 
Dodgson turned up and it was great to have some company.   He is an incredibly strong athlete and I was glad 
of the motivation he bought and we were out of the lake after a strong swim.  The rain really started to come 
down after the first lap on the bike and stayed for pretty much the whole of the ride.  The highlight of the day 
was the constant arrival of visitors.  Pat McGeever also turned up; he had previously supported me on the 
Triple and he has a wealth of experience that proved invaluable on the challenge.  Paul from work also arrived 

after I had completed a few laps and having new and friendly faces around me took my mind of the pain that 
was starting to build in my Achilles tendons and knees.  The rain was really coming down hard but at the least 
the wind behaved and after 7½ extremely wet hours we were through the ride.  Paul departed and Pat and 
Justin got to work on treating my sore and aching legs in the back of the van.

 Some Voltarol and massaging later I was on the marathon.  The tendons, especially on the left, were very 
sore and I elected to walk and try and give myself some rest and a chance of recovery.  A massive boost was 
my partner Jo turning up for the afternoon and it was great to see her.  Pat and John accompanied me on a 
few laps as did Bear who turned up with Hazel (who had heard about the challenge through social media).  
We had been cycling past a pub when we heard someone 
shout “Mark”, and that is how we came to meet Bear (who was 
looking to complete the Double Brutal) – he had been waiting 
and hoping to see us cycle past and his patience had paid off. 

As the rain and wind picked up again I finished the marathon in 
7 hours and this gave me some confidence in that as long as I could walk I was getting an idea of how long it 
would take if the worse came to the worse and running was out.  It was late when I arrived back at the car park 
and immediately Justin was out of the van preparing protein drinks and my late feed that would prepare me for 
the following day.  Update emails were sent back to Simon who was coordinating the official blog I had set up 
and then we were going back to Capel Curing.  I had completed another Triple; tomorrow I would be entering 
unchartered territory and my body was starting to fall apart.

“...tomorrow I would be entering 

unchartered territory and my body 

was starting to fall apart....”
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Day 4 – Start Time 0615/ Finish Time 2312 (17hrs 57mins)

My routine in the morning was coming together and as I ate my porridge in the van on the way down to the 
Lake I chatted to Gaz about how we were doing.

Me - “Fourth Day today”

Gaz – “Aye”

Me – “ Will have four Irons cracked today”

Gaz – “Aye”

Me – “Only 6 to go.”

Gaz – laughter!!

I think Gaz was starting to get how big the challenge was 
and descended into fits of giggles as I tried to dismiss 
the fact I just had 6 days to go.  He was still laughing as 
we pulled into the car park and I started to get ready for 
another day in what was a beautiful but ever increasingly 
painful office.  I stared out across the lake as I prepared 
for the day ahead.  Almost every day I looked forward to 
the lake.  It would just be Justin and me today and I looked forward to getting into the dark and cold water; it 
eased my aches and pains and my shoulders were still in good shape.  Although choppy again my swim times 
were holding steady and I climbed out of the lake to be welcomed by the crew and a breakfast bap which was 
quickly devoured before changing into my bike kit.

The bike passed without incident and the rain held off until the run.  I cracked on into the night, running a large 
part of the course and finishing the marathon in 6¾ hours.  Pat stayed for what was left of the night before 
departing as he had work later on in the day.  I was happy and glad my run times were speeding up.  Although 
sore I had completed a Quad and I was still in the game.  My exertions however had taken a toll on my body 
and I wouldn’t fully appreciate this until the following morning.

Day 5 – Start Time 0610/ Finish Time 0025 (18hrs 15mins)

Morning routine was dominated by pain.  Even without the injuries my body was suffering a huge amount of 
wear and tear and was incredibly stiff.  I was still beating my alarm and mentally I was getting out of bed ready 
to take on the day however running a lot of the marathon the night before had made my left Achilles and ankle 
swell up a lot.  I got into my wetsuit, gingerly climbed into the van and after eating my porridge had a quick 
snooze before getting to the lake.  

My bike times were starting to suffer but the team was great.  Although 
windy we got through the bike and they were waiting for me at the end of 
it was a mini ice bath followed by a massage courtesy of Justin.  It was 
painful but it undoubtedly kept me going.  

My run times were starting to suffer and it was now taking over 7 hours 
and even walking was becoming difficult.  It just became a game of just 
getting through it.  I remembered something that Jerry Duffy had said in 
his book; you have to get through Day 1 to get to Day 2 and then through 
Day 3 to get to 4, and so on.  It seems obvious but by breaking the 
challenge down into days and then disciplines and then further into laps I 
could prevent myself becoming overwhelmed.  It was another long night 
and I started to wonder if my body was going to start adapting to this and 
would it get any easier.
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Day 6 – Start Time 0610/ Finish Time 0004 (17hrs 54mins)

Day 6 started well.  I knew that Doddy was back tomorrow and that Jim was 
also on his way and that was a morale boost.  My body didn’t feel any worse 
than Day 5 and I though just maybe I was starting to adapt and I was over the 
worst of the injuries.  The swim was steady and although choppy (that was 
now the norm) I finished in pretty much the usual time.

The bike was also good with a slightly faster time than the day before and after 
another mini ice bath and torture moment (massage) at the hands of Justin I 
was onto the run where John kept me company for most of the night. A short 
entry because my recollections of this day were positive and I think I managed 
to disassociate from the whole day that made it pass in the blink of an eye.  It 
was the last time I felt like I had an easy(ish) day and the rest of the challenge 
became an exercise in pain management, teamwork and a grim determination 
to succeed. 

Day 7 – Start Time 0611/ Finish Time 0036 (18hrs 25mins)

I had another broken night of sleep that left me feeling more tired than I wanted to be.  I woke up because of 
my alarm and not before it and shuffled down to conduct my morning routine.  I felt like crap and there were 
still 4 days to go.  I forced my porridge and some painkillers down my neck and dozed on the way down to the 
lake where we met up with Doddy.  It was a massive morale boost seeing him as he started his own Quad Iron 
challenge.  

We got into the lake and started swimming however at the 
end of the first lap Justin checked my GPS (it was strapped 
to my goggles to ensure it could maintain a signal – an issue 

we had sorted on Day 1) 
to discover it had stopped 
working.  I was extremely 
frustrated and at the side of 
the far bank we had a quick 

discussion.  My plan was to show a GPS readout for every phase 
to prove that we had completed the distance and today we were 
looking like we wouldn’t have one. To make sure we couldn’t be 
accused of taking any shortcuts we elected to complete 10 laps 
that would have seen us complete far more than we needed 
to.  As a result I was later out of the lake than usual that had an 
impact on my morale and from then on I knew the day was going 
to be a long one.

The bike went to the other extreme in terms of the weather as 
the sun came out and boiled us for the day.  It was very hot and 
as a result I became dehydrated and my speed slowed right 
down.  My Llanberis tan came on nicely and while we were out 
on the bike unbeknownst to us Claire from Brutal had put a call 
out asking if anyone could lend us a GPS.  Within two hours Bear and Gavin Jefcoate had dropped two GPS 
watches off at the car park that we used for Days eight and nine.  The power of social media and the generosity 
of fellow endurance athletes saved the day and we were able to record the rest of the results.

“...I knew the day was

going to be a long one...”
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On Day 7 if you went down to the woods you were guaranteed of a 
surprise.  Ours came in the form of a wolf that jumped out and ran past 
us on the marathon.  Justin had been hiding under a bridge waiting 
for us to run past and after nearly surprising an innocent passer-by he 
eventually caught his prey.  We walked back to the car park talking to 
the wolf as local walkers passed us by staring at wonderment at our 
running companion.  The company must have worked as we managed 
to complete in 7½ hours that was comparable with previous days.

However after the good day before I started to feel rubbish as my 
audio blog testifies:

“[Feeling] Just dreadful, dreadful.  Rubbish night sleep and in 

a lot of pain…..overslept…..sore knees……..ankles swollen, can 

barely walk.”

Everything was starting to hurt although I tried to stay focused on the 
positives:

“I just have a triple iron left and I have done one of them.”

I was glad to get Day 7 out of the way.  Other than the usual injuries 
my wrists were aching, my shoulders felt a knife was being stabbed 
between them, I had blisters on my feet, a mouth full of ulcers and 
saddle sores that were beyond using Vaseline and Sudacrem.

Day 8- Start Time 0610/ Finish Time 0131 (19hrs 21mins)

Although Day 6 had gone well from there through to day eight just seemed like obstacles.  I had to go  
through them to get to 9 and 10.  Whereas 3 was a triple, 4 a Quad and 5 a Quin and therefore milestones 
and well recognized achievements, what was 6,7,8 and for that matter 9?  For example you can’t stop and 
stay you had done 7 Iron distance triathlons – it didn’t mean anything but the reality was that 10 still seemed 
a long way away.

The swim was as usual choppy but we were used to that although 
as I was getting more tired I was definitely starting to feel the cold.  
I have to say had Justin not been near us in the boat it would have 
made the swim a lot more dangerous.  Then we were on the bike 
and  I was really worried about my leg.  I was finding it very difficult 
to drive any power, especially on my left side.  My knees were 
sore and both my Achilles were constantly hurting.  Bear joined us 
for part of the ride as did Koen who was also going for the Double 
Brutal.  Both were looking really strong, had great bikes and I 
was positive that both would do well on their approaching Brutal 
Double attempts.  It is worth mentioning at this point that John 
Wright had been cycling all day and had now completed a number 
of century rides in supporting me.  Not bad for someone who had 
not trained and thought he was coming just offer admin support.  
John was very handy on the bike and between him and Doddy I 
could not have asked for better riding partners.
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The bike took a bit longer that day and as I got off and routinely soaked my legs in ice I started to think this was 
going to be possible.  The pains in my legs by now were climbing up the scale and I was reduced to hobbling 
around the marathon that took nearly 8 hours but I only had 2 days to go; surely I could do this?  However I felt 
that I was starting to unravel and wondered how much more I could take as Justin packed me up into the van 
and drove me back to Camp.  I sum up Day 8 in my audio blog as:

“Day 8.  Bog standard.  Horrific.”

 
Day 9 – Start Time 0645/ Finish Time 0500 (22hrs 15mins)

Tired, very, very tired.  The pictures below show Day 1 and when I woke up on Day 9.  Another sleepless 
night had done nothing to regenerate me and I over slept, even though we were going to delay the start by 
30 mins to try and give me some rest.  I looked forward to the lake on this day probably more than any other, 
as I needed the cold water to shock me into action.  I tried to lift my legs but the pain in my ankles, heels and 
knees made this a cumbersome affair as I span around and off the bed.  I could only brush my teeth before I 
slowly pulled my wetsuit on.  Gaz was urging me to get on with it and pushing porridge and coffee my way and 
somehow I was on the transport on the way to the lake.  Looking back it seems difficult to understand but at 
this point I felt the end had never been further away. I silently ate my porridge through the painful mouth ulcers, 
sipped some coffee and then slept for the rest of the 30 minute journey.  In the car park we met up with Mark 
who by now was on Day 3 and I hobbled down the pier to the start.  

The water was choppy but I didn’t care; I just wanted to get in it and get on with the swim.  We started off as 
usual and partway through we were joined by Gavin Collins, who was getting in a last minute swim before the 
Double.  We got talking and when I told him I was raising money for the ABF he said he was going to bring his 
mate down who used to be in the Army for a chat later.  We had a strong swim that day, surprising given my 
state and the conditions and we cracked on with bike after the usual breakfast roll.

If conditions on Day 3 had been bad these were up another 10 levels.  Mark and I completed one lap but with 
a 70mph head and cross winds conditions were just too dangerous to continue, so we came off the route and 
tried a loop around the High Street.  That proved useless, as although it was covered from the wind there were 
so many buses and traffic lights I would still have been cycling now if we had stayed on that.  We did eventually 
find a route that took us from Surflines to Llanberis and back to the public toilets and at under 2 miles this was 

Day 9Day 1
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to prove a psychological test above anything we had done so far in terms of staying sane as we had another 
70 miles to do on the new, tiny course!  Jim Page turned up as we started this phase and helped massively 
by talking to us and distracting us from the monotony of the route.  Later on the Brutal competitors and crews 
started turning up which was a massive morale boost as they started to cheer us on as we rode past.  Many 
had been tracking me and Mark on social media so they cheered and urged us on as we battled the strong 
winds, sometimes dropping to only 3mph on the flat!  Brutal Events were suffering as well and were not able 

to put the marquee or the buoys out that meant the Brutal start would be delayed by an hour.  Never have I 
been so grateful for such an occurrence!  Also unbeknownst to us Claire had included what we had been doing 
in the race brief that also raised the profile and earned us some more cheers from those leaving the Electric 
Mountain Centre and some donations later on down the line.

This ride took its toll on me and I had to take a break part way through in the back of the van.  I was tired, 
cold and soaked to the skin and this was probably one of those times I started to descend into myself.  The 
weather was horrendous and there is just no way I would normally 
have cycled in those conditions.  As I felt my mood turning into a 
downward trajectory the door of the van was pulled back and Gavin 
was stood there with a couple of mates.  

”Still going strong bud?”

I pulled myself together and we started to talk.  I explained what 
I was doing and one of the lads explained he had served in Iraq 
where one of his mates had been killed and this had left him with some issues.  It turned out that his mate 
was a soldier that I had trained at the depot, a brilliant and energetic young man that was taken far too early.  
We finished our chat and I retired back to my canvass chair and thought about what had just happened.   
For a moment it overwhelmed me.  I took a few minutes and collected my thoughts.  At the very time I was 
at my lowest ebb this had happened and it enabled me to dig a bit deeper and re-focus on what I had set out 
to do in the first place.  I picked myself up, walked back out into the rain and cracked on with the bike ride, 
thanking Gavin and his mates as we left them behind talking to each other in the car park.  My audio blogs 
recorded later:

“I thought I was going to stop earlier, I just thought I couldn’t go on and those lads came up and that 

really motivated me to keep going.”

“...At the very time I was 

at my lowest ebb this had 

happened and it enabled 

me to dig a bit deeper and 

re-focus on what I had set 

out to do in the first place...” 
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We didn’t finish the bike until just before 7pm that night and I was already resigned to a dreadful night on 
the marathon.  I took some pain relief and ran the first part of the marathon.  Jogging into the night I was 
never going to quit unless my legs fell off however nor was I convinced I was definitely going to succeed and 
complete the Ugly 10.  

I wrapped up well and we started the marathon knowing the sooner we finished the more sleep we would 
have.  We discussed what we could on the Brutal.  Mark had decided that he wasn’t going to do the Double 
and that he was going to stay on whatever course we decided to do.  I knew we could do the swim but the bike 

ride would have pushed us well beyond the time and it was significantly tougher than the already hard Ugly 10 
route. Approaching the end of Day 9 we thought we would do one lake lap and then finish off on our flat route.  
The aim was to complete 10 Iron Distance Triathlons in 10 days and we were seeing a glimmer of light at the 
end of a very dark tunnel. By now Jo and Lily had turned up as had my mum and dad and this raised my mood 
and energy levels.  My sister with her family was also there and I could tell they were all proud of what I had 
achieved so far and I didn’t want to let them down, or 
my support crew or all those people that had donated 
money or sent me messages of support.  

As night fell and it continued to rain harder and 
harder we continued on the marathon.  We started by 
registering at Electric Mountain where we were well 
received by the Brutal Support Crew.  They were so 
friendly and made the process really easy so we could 
get back on with the marathon and we left the building 
and pushed on into the rain and darkness.  By now I 
wasn’t really in control anymore.  My routine was shot 
through, I wasn’t treating my blisters or stretching and 
we were taking an age just to get round.  In the back 
of my head I knew I only had one last Iron distance to 
go and I started to focus on this more than the here 
and now.  

Doddy’s wife Gung fed us that night a huge  
feast of beef with chicken fried rice that helped no end 
and raised spirits.  Reduced to a hobble the marathon 
took over 9 hours and at just before 5am on the 10th 
September I climbed into the back of Jim’s car and 
was asleep before the door was closed.  I had to be up 
in less than 2 hours for the start of Day 10.
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Day 10 – Start Time 0800/ Finish Time 0600 (22hrs 00 mins)

They say a change is as good as a rest and Day 10 was definitely a change.  I was empty.  My orange fuel light 
had come on probably on Day 8 or 9 and I had pushed as long as I dared and now just had one more day to go; 
The Brutal.  I got into my wetsuit for the last time and that felt good, I took some strength from that.  Kit checks 
done and transition box sorted we made our way to the swim start where the Brutal athletes were forming up.  
A few people came up to Mark and me and congratulated us for what we had done so far.  

Stijn from Koen’s Team interviewed me on his iPhone so he could post the video when he got home to his 
friends in Holland, which was a surreal experience, and as the countdown to the start of the Brutal began I 
felt a surge of energy course through my body.  We were on Day 10; unless a car hit me or I self-combusted I 
would complete the Ugly 10 and Mark would complete the Quad.  Game on.

We started at the back of the swimmers however as we 
were well warmed up with a number of days in a choppy 
lake under our belts (the lake was absolutely mirror flat 
for the Brutal) we soon went up the field and while the 
course was a little bit longer than 2.4 miles (at one point 
I was worried because every other day I hadn’t swum 
that far and I was concerned we had the distance wrong 
on the Ugly 10!) It felt extremely weird swimming with 
so many other people after having the lake to ourselves 
for nine days.  

I came out feeling fresh and ready to get on the bike.  As 
we walked back to the marquee Kathi who was taking 
photos wanted a “rugged” look as she said everyone 
looked too happy.  I obliged and the result is to the right 
(and the one above); probably my favorite photo of the 
challenge and for me it sums up everything I had gone 
through in one shot. 
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We took our time getting changed and then rode back to original car park for some breakfast and to adjust 
our kit.  For as much pain and discomfort as I was in I wanted to enjoy it and the weather, for once, was on 
our side.  We started on the bike, occasionally flanked by Brutal riders who wished us well, and cracked on.  
Mark and I had discussed about doing the full Brutal Bike Route and decided against it; the previous nine days 
had seen us go over a far hillier course than I had originally assessed and to try the Brutal Course would have 
put completing the challenge in jeopardy.  The original challenge had been to complete 10 Iron Distances in 
10 days and there had been no easy option to date and the bike route remained challenging so we stayed 

on the original Ugly 10 Route.  We bumped into (not literally) Koen and Toby who both looked strong as they 
completed their loops.  As it was the last day I put it all into the bike and had a good ride and John joined us, 
as did a friend of Marks called Chris.  It wasn’t record breaking but I felt good and after taking some more pain 
relief we ran our first lap of the Brutal course.  

Jo and Gung joined me, Mark and Chris as we started the final marathon.  Gung set a blistering pace and 
before I knew it we were over the first big hill and into the woods at the refreshments stop.  The volunteers at 
the refreshments and aid stand were brilliant and were a huge credit to the Brutal Team; we shared a few jokes 
before pushing on.

Last year when I had completed the Triple Justin had been dressed as a Minion 
on a part of the course known as the Perch.  He had planned something else this 
year and while we had already had a taste of what the best fancy dress shop in 
Somerset could offer nothing could prepare us for what we saw that night.  “Do 
you want any nuts?” said the 7ft squirrel as I approached the Perch.  I was utterly 
lost for words.  

Justin had been with me every 
single day and now he had got 
himself dressed up (again) to 
support runners on the Brutal 
Course.  As we stopped and 
chatted for a while a number 

of competitors passed us and were offered support by 
the Squirrel.  With varying degrees of bewilderment and 
laughter they ran past us into the darkness.  We had to 
leave the Squirrel behind as we passed Race HQ and 
cracked on with the second lap.  We felt exhausted but 
good and elected to go for another lap of the Brutal Course.  
The painkillers were still working so we shuffled and jogged 
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around the course, completed the second lap and decided we had a third in us and as we approached Surflines 
the Squirrel made another appearance, this time driving a van.  There is nothing else I can say about this.  The 
night was getting very weird.
 
So we carried on, relentlessly moving forward through the darkness, illuminated only by our steadily dimming 
head torches.  Conversation was getting less and less as we progressively became exhausted and while we 
jogged and walked the first 3 laps the pain relief started to wear off and I was reduced to a walk.  We wanted 
to make this as memorable as possible and we committed to doing the whole of the marathon (5 laps) on the 
Brutal Course, which is what we did.  We lurched, walked, shuffled and scrambled over the paths, roads and 
trails until the early hours and as we passed the Perch for the last time we paused for a photo.

Looking to beat the sun we were a short distance short of the 26.22 miles required as we approached the finish 
so we did a small loop before we struck out across what would be the final stretch and bring the last 10 days 
to a close.  We could see torches in the distance and see the green arch of the Brutal Finish.  It was cold and 
the air was fresh.  The black of the night was slowly being replaced 
with a deep blue as the sun started to rise and while it hadn’t made 
an appearance yet we knew it was not far away.  The adrenaline 
flowed again and we jogged and walked along the fence line and 
into the finishing area.  We had done it; the Ugly 10 was finished.  
I had completed a Deca.  Doddy had completed a Quad.  Jo had 
completed a marathon.  

My family was there to welcome me home; Gung and Chris clapped 
Doddy over the line for the Quad.  Gaz had stationed himself at the finish and the Squirrel too made another 
appearance. Claire was there as she is for all the finishers and as I turned to say hello she presented me with 
a trophy.  I was completely taken by surprise and hadn’t expected anything.  I gave her a hug but beyond that 
cannot remember what I said as we all posed for a few photos on the finish line.

“The adrenaline flowed 
again and we jogged and 

walked along the fence 

line and into the finishing 
area.  We had done it; the 

Ugly 10 was finished”  
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Afterwards

As I began to cool down and the adrenaline from the finish left my system we looked to get some well-earned 
sleep.  Gaz drove me back to Capel Curig cradling my newly acquired piece of Welsh Slate while my family 
retired back to the cottage they had hired for the weekend.  While I knew I was exhausted I also felt very 
alive and as the sun rose across the hills I asked for Gaz to stop the van so I could get out and take a quick  
photo.  I was on the edge of collapse and exhaustion but determined to enjoy the moment; the air was still, there  
were no cars and a clean fresh wind was gently blowing and I wanted to have one final moment before  
the real world returned.  

The Finish Line
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Photo taken I clambered unceremoniously back into the cab, every muscle and joint starting to ache and seize 
up, and we continued to Camp.  Back in my room I completed my progress chart having not been there the 
previous night ticked two days off in one go and reflected on how quickly the last 10 days had gone and that, 
at last, the Ugly 10 was over.  

I sat on the edge of my bed.  Gaz and Justin came in and congratulated me again, said a few things which 
I now struggle to remember and then they left me to sleep for a few hours.  Before turning in I completed a 
quick damage assessment; I was exhausted, more physically and mentally spent than I can ever remember 
being.  My mouth was full of painful ulcers and my tongue was incredibly sensitive.  My left wrist was sore and 
I was having difficulty closing my left hand, in fact doing anything with it took an age.  My knees were very stiff 
and painful as was every major muscle group in both legs.  My ankles were swollen with both Achilles very 
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tender.  The left Achilles was particularly bad and I started to worry about 
potential long-term damage for the first time.  My saddle sores were letting 
themselves be known and you will be glad to know there are no photos 
of these!  My feet had taken a pounding and although the blister looks 
impressive I have to confess it did not hurt at all.

 I managed 3 hours of deep sleep before waking, having a shower and 
then setting off for the traditional Pete’s Eats.  As we passed the Brutal 
HQ I could see Koen coming through so as quickly as I could I scrambled 
out of the van to cheer him on.  I wandered around the HQ Tent and had a 
quick chat with Claire and Kathi and one or two others; I am not sure they 
even recognized me as I must have looked somewhat disheveled at that 
point.  The atmosphere 
was still great in the large 
tent and even though the 
field was now reduced to 
the Double athletes there 
were still plenty of crews 
around.  I spent about 20 
minutes there before moving over the café and meeting up with everybody.  
Jo, Lily, Mum, Dad, Justin, Jim, Mark, Gung and Gaz were all there and 
welcomed me in as I slowly took my seat at the table.  Within minutes 
a huge plate of food arrived and shortly after it was in my stomach plus 
an extra couple of pieces of black pudding courtesy of Justin!  I was so 

hungry I could have easily eaten another portion.  And then it was time to go.  A photo outside, we all hugged 
and then went our separate ways, back to our lives, through the various side streets of Llanberis.  The Ugly 
10 was finished.  I stopped for a few photos with the trophy by the lake and managed to see Koen again as he 
continued on the Double.  He looked so strong I knew he was going to finish.  

As I left Llanberis I was struck with a strange sense of emptiness and almost sadness.   It had been a painful 
and emotionally draining experience but an honest one.  The Ugly 10 had no politics, hidden agendas or 
confused end states and it did what it said it did on the tin.  It was going to hurt, put me in places mentally I had 
not been to before and looked to break me if it could; in every respect it delivered and now that it was over I 
felt somewhat lost.  It had been such a part of my life for a long time 
and the fact that I had also come up with the idea made the sense 
of emptiness feel greater.  I climbed back into the van and before I 
could think anymore I drifted off into a fitful sleep as we headed back 
home.

The Team and people who made this possible

I have to say a special mention to my partner Joanne and our daughter 
Lily.  They put up with me for a year training at all hours and not really 
being there for anything; never once did they complain or moan.  On 
the last night Jo ran and walked the whole way with me and Doddy, 
having never run a marathon before.  Even more impressive that it 
was five laps of the Brutal Course!

Justin was quite frankly amazing and the challenge could not 
have been done without him.  The weather was horrific on 
numerous occasions and I could see on some days the water 

“It had been a painful 

and emotionally draining 

experience but an honest one”  
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pouring off him as I swam by.  He never once complained and was there 24/7 helping, feeding and 
supporting me and Doddy all the way.  He came out on the bike and dragged me round the run course.   
Taking crash course lessons from Pat over the phone he massaged, stretched and iced me into action and 
kept me on the road.  He even found time to sort a couple of changes of fancy dress out and become a Brutal 
7 foot Squirrel Legend!  When I finished and went to bed Justin stayed on with the Brutal Team and continued 
to work until the last Double entrant crossed the line.  Amazing.  Thank you Justin – without you it would not 
have happened.

Doddy turned up on Day 3 and then smashed a Quad Iron with a stress fracture on days 7-10.  He is a machine 
and I am grateful for his patience and tolerance of my attempt to do this endurance triathlon thing.  To have 
someone in support and smashing their own challenge, never judging and just getting on with some shared 
suffering undoubtedly kept me going.  Doddy’s wife Gung – a special thank you for the midnight feast we had 
of beef and chicken fried rice!

I was incredibly humbled when I crossed the finish line that Claire presented me with a trophy.  I had envisioned 
for months walking under the Brutal Arch and straight into a minibus and going back to Capel Curig.  To be 
presented with a beautiful bit of Welsh Slate was such a bonus.  Then I found out Claire had prepped the 
trophy 2 weeks before; that absolutely floored me to find out that someone outside my family and support crew 
had that much faith in me to complete this challenge as to prepare a trophy before the event!  I was also very 
fortunate that Claire let me and Doddy go on the Brutal Course and experience the atmosphere that comes 
with the event.  Thank you.

Gaz Roberts and John Wright were amazing and organized the rest of the crew brilliantly.  I never wanted 
for anything and I was able to absolutely trust their judgment by the end of the challenge.  The support and 
logistics had been organized by Dave Prew at work and it would be remiss of me not to give him a mention for 
his contribution in making sure I had sorted out my admin.

Pat McGeever is an endurance legend and without his expert knowledge on injury prevention and management 
I would not have completed the Ugly 10.  I learned so much and know I still have a lot more to learn about my 
body if I am to avoid injuries in the future.

Jim turning up on the day that had the worst weather was a massive morale boost.  This was against a backdrop 
of personal heartache and tragedy for Jim and I am so grateful that he had the commitment and conviction to 
come down.  I also saw afterwards that he had almost melted Twitter with photos telling everybody where I was 
up to.  He then went on the crew of a successful Double Brutal finisher straight after supporting me through 
the worst day of the challenge.

The fuller blog updates were done by Simon, my next-door neighbor back home.  I am not sure that he 
necessarily fully understood the task that was asked of him at the beginning of the challenge in waiting up for 
Justin to send the final photo of my GPS and words every night – but he did and without this constant feed the 
official record that I can now read on my blog would not have been there.

I was so impressed with everyone who turned up to wish me well.  Koen (now a Brutal Double finisher and 
with the craziest Support Team ever!), Bear (also a Brutal Double Finisher and thanks to your support team 
for offering me some help), Hazel (English Channel and Ultra Swimming Legend), Katy (who successfully 
completed IM Wales), Chris, Paul, Dav (who we saw about 5 times!) and Gavin (+ friends) – thank you and 
every time I saw you lifted my spirits.  Mum, Dad, Rebecca, Roger, Layla and Jacob – you drove all that way 
for one day – it meant so much to see you and if nothing else you now know what Uncle Mark gets up to in his 
spare time.  To Gavin Collins and his mates from work a very special thank you.  To hear about your friend’s 
battle with PTSD and to share our experiences about knowing a very brave young soldier called Ryan Thomas 
who was killed in Iraq really did put my challenge and why I was doing it in context.  You caught me at an 
extremely low point and reminding me what it was all about spurred me on.

Finally to all those who sent me a message, wished me well and/ or donated a huge thanks.  In my darkest 
hours not wanting to let you or those who benefit from what the ABF do down was the ultimate motivation.
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Three weeks after the Deca and some reflections

As I write this I have my first weekend to myself after the Deca.  Straight after I finished I had a day to try and 
sort my stuff out before I went away with work for 2 weeks.  I felt OK but incredibly tired and as to be expected 
bits were aching.  Both my Achilles were incredibly painful and I think the left one became infected, giving me 
a temperature and some interesting dreams.  On a number of occasions I woke up panicking I was still on 
the event and had missed a cut-off and on a couple of nights I was cycling in my sleep!  My shoulder blades 
are still numb, toenails are turning black and I only have partial use of my left hand due to tendon damage in 
my left wrist.  My knees are sore however I do feel like I am starting to heal.  It all reminded me of Ironman 
Champion Mark Allen’s quote:

“You can keep going and your legs might hurt for a week, 

or you can quit and your mind will hurt for a lifetime.”

During the Ugly 10 I experienced every emotion.  I can remember almost randomly bursting into tears on the 
bike for absolutely no reason.  I felt ecstatic at the beginning of Day 10 even though we had only slept for less 
than two hours.  I felt at peace and very calm in the early hours of the morning and especially when the sun 
rose after I had crossed the finish line.  Misery was never far away and I learned not to allow this to overtake 
me by constantly breaking the event down into smaller, bite size chunks.  When I felt down I tried to remember 
why I was doing this and that as long as I could walk I could finish what I started.  Three weeks on and it  
feels like a world removed and I am so glad that I let my legs hurt for a bit longer in order not to hurt my mind 
for eternity!

I think in retrospect my big learning points were about the route planning, training and preparation.  I wish I had 
given myself more time to train, I didn’t anticipate having two jobs for the whole of the build up; however the 
flip side of that lesson is that sometimes you just have to adapt and overcome, which was the key lesson once 
I had started the challenge.  The bike course, on reflection, was too demanding and I think this very nearly 
cost me as my first experience on a Deca.  We did it though and the sense of achievement now that we were 
successful is huge, especially remebering the hills we went up for almost 10 days.  

My final key point was to use the equipment and nutrition on the event that you use in training.  My nutrition 
worked really well but I made silly changes with my cleats that nearly ended my challenge at the start.  My final 
learning point was make sure you get as much support from as many people as you need.  The support crew 
was great and the positive support from others undoubtedly helped me through.

An extremely nice letter and certificate arrived from the ABF a few weeks after I finished and I felt  
extremely appreciated; thanks Barney!  In the end I raised £2,482.32 for the ABF and a massive thanks  
to all those who donated.
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I hope this rambling blog has made some sense and given you a feel for what the amazing support team 
and I went through for a short period of time in September 2016.  The Ugly 10 was such a big part of my life 
and has now become part of my past but the lessons I took away personally will be with me for the rest of 
my life; I guess that might be the reason why we do these challenges.  As I said at the beginning I am not 
an elite athlete; I just set my mind to something and was determined to succeed.  If this does nothing else 
I hope it inspires just one person to do something they wouldn’t normally have thought they could do and 
achieve a goal they thought impossible.

I am extremely proud of what we achieved over those wet, windy and every now and again sunny ten days 
in September 2016 in and around the beautiful Lake Padarn and the Llanberis area.  Goodbye the Ugly 10 
and I will leave the final word to a piece of Welsh slate.

Full blog of the event here... https://ugly10tri.wordpress.com


